The Center for Disciplinary Innovation (CDIN) hosts and sponsors exploratory courses as a way to incubate new initiatives and programs, from undergraduate minors and general education sequences to graduate tracks to research centers. Each course is co-taught by two faculty. Past seminars have been exclusively at the graduate level, but we now also offer courses at the undergraduate or mixed graduate/undergraduate levels.

CDIN courses are cross-listed with a variety of departments, such as GNSE, ARTH, ANTH, CMST, ENGL, SOCI, CHDV, and HIST. Students can enroll in a course as a major course with their department’s course number or as an elective with the CDIN course number.

For up-to-date course listings, visit the Center for Disciplinary Innovation website (https://www.franke.uchicago.edu/center-for-disciplinary-innovation/).